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Questions are an integral part of learning. They help 

me realize areas of study that require clarification. 

Here are more questions from BJJY members. Be 

aware that sometimes the questions and/or answers 

are edited to depersonalize them. 
 

None of the question responses, opinions, or edito-

rial content provide any legal or medical advice in 

any form or manner  regardless of how qualified or 

experienced the author may be. Always consult a 

qualified attorney in your state if you need any type 

of  legal advice or your physician for medical advice. 
 

Also, the opinions expressed in any editorials are 

solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent or reflect the views of the BJJY or its 

members individually or as a group. 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

The Zoom workshops will be on  Saturday, 

 &  this month, from 8-9:30AM. 
 

If you’d like to participate please click  here.   

If you need help with a technique or two or have 

some topics you’d like us to discuss,  please let 

me know. 

56th Year! 

Q:  Will you accept our ranking and rank testing 

from soo bahk do, and can we do our karate 

testing in tandem with ju-jitsu ? 101922 

A: If you and/or yout daughters hold “black belt” 

ranks in soo bahk do, those ranks & ryu will be stat-

ed on your membership certificates as a matter of 

professional courtesy & respect.  

     Unfortunately I cannot test you in karate, if that is 

your question, as I’m not qualified to do so. Howev-

er, if you wish to continue studying soo bahk do at 

the same time and have a karate sensei who will 

test/promote you, that’s between them and you. You 

may find that some of your so bahk do skills may 

carry over into Budoshin Jujitsu and will integrate 

very well with traditional jujitsu.  

 

Q: How many techniques do I have to learn to 

get my black belt? 102522 

A: Very generally you will need to be able to demon-

strate 88 kata [different techniques &/or variations] 

plus be able to demonstrate at least 56 waza [kata 

combined into effective self-defense sequences]. 

 However, it’s not all that bad.  The kata por-

tion of the shodan exam lists 25 generic kata & your 

examiner will select 5-10 of them at the time of the 

text. There are also 33 generic street attacks on the 

waza section. Your examiner will select 5+ street 

attacks & you must demonstrate up to 3 defenses 

for each one. 

 Be aware that this is only part of the shodan 

exam for Budoshin Jujitsu. There are additional non-

mat requirements that can be found in the Black Belt 

Handbook or  at https://budoshin.com/training-

testing/belt-rank-requirements/dan-grade-

requirement/ . 

 If you’re well prepared the mat exam should 

be a chance for you to demonstrate your skill level 

rather than being a physically exhausting event as 

with some ryu. If you have any more specific ques-

tions please get back to me. 

 

Q: Some of your answers in recent issued of Ko-

koro have really gotten long. Are the long an-

sewers really necessary? 102622 

A: I wish I could answer all questions concisely and 

shortly. However, I also have a responsibility to an-

swer a question completely. So some answers are 

inevitably long. 

 

Q: Was Seki’s belt rank system the same as 

yours [Budoshin Jujitsu]? 103022 
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by George Kirby 

 

 Jack Seki, my 

sensei, never asked his 

students if they’d like a 

promotion,. Nor did he 

have a specific/printed cri-

teria for promoting stu-

dents. Seki was very tradi-

tional. If he felt you were 

ready for a promotion he’d 

offer it to you in class in 

front of everyone with no 

forewarning. 

 You had one 

choice when offered a promotion, which I learned al-

most the hard way. It was “Hai Sensei!” Then you 

dyed your belt to get to that color before you attended 

your next class. [Dying your belt was part of the pro-

cess as colored belts were comparatively expensive 

back then — in the 1960’s.] 

 One night, at the end of class, Seki called out 

my name and offered me a promotion to nidan. I re-

jected it with a “No thank you, Sensei!” as I didn’t feel 

I was ready for it. After class, Seki came up to me and 

said, “I’m going to offer you the nidan again next 

month. You have two choices: either accept the pro-

motion or  - - - “there’s the door.’” That was Seki. 

 The next month I accepted the nidan promo-

tion. 

 Why this story? Because people learn stuff for 

two reasons. They either learn for personal growth 

and the self-satisfaction from that growth, or they’re 

after some external recognition or statement of their 

growth. In the case of martial arts, students either 

learn a martial art to acquire a skill level that satisfies 

themselves [and continuous learning/improvement is 

part of that process] or they’re after a “belt.” Some-

times they’re after both and sometimes the former in-

cidentally leads to the latter or the latter to the former.  

 Strangely enough [or maybe it should be obvi-

ous], the students who learn for the sake of learning 

tend to learn more better and ultimately progress fast-

er than the student who is simply going for their next 

“belt”, which may be a noble cause for them in itself. 

Yes, students can do better if there is a particular goal 

in mind, but that goal can either be an “end result” or 

a marker along the path of more knowledge and 

greater proficiency in the martial art they’re studying.  

And yes, this applies to anything else in life as well.  

 If I can “toot my own horn” for a moment, I 

never went after a belt. I got into jujitsu because it 

took my mind off my comprehensive MA degree ex-

ams at CSULA [more comprehensive than semester 

“”final” exams and graded by a panel of professors 

rather than just one teacher]. And no, we weren’t al-

lowed to write a master’s thesis as that had been 

done at least a couple of times in terms of MA course 

requirements.  

 I needed a mental distraction – and in Seki’s 

class you had to pay attention or get hurt or get the 

verbal wrath of Seki.. My goal was to learn because it 

was psychologically relaxing for me and physically 

tiring and enervating at the same time. I feel that Seki 

recognized me because of my commitment to learning 

the art. Ultimately, future promotions were based not 

only on my personal growth, but what I was willing/

able to help others grow in their study of the art. For 

lack of a better phrase, “giving” eventually became 

just as or more important than “getting.” 

 So, what do you do? In my book [no pun in-

tended] your goal is to learn the art physically and in-

tellectually. The belts may be guideposts and markers 

in your growth. But if you really want to learn anything 

you must commit yourself to achieving continuous 

growth. Not only will that commitment bring you great-

er self-satisfaction in the long run, but others will 

hopefully recognize your growth as well, hopefully giv-

ing you recognition for your progress.  

 You will also discover that “giving” of yourself 

to help others will generate its own rewards for you. 

Some rewards and recognition will be physical. Oth-

ers will be intrinsic. But in my book nothing beats 

helping others learn the art and them becoming profi-

cient and/or a better person as a result of your sup-

port and their effort.  

 In essence you’re “paying it forward” and that’s 

a great feeling. Just an example. A few weeks ago I 

was getting my car serviced. One of the service man-

agers walked up to me and said, “Hi sensei! I was 

your jujitsu student at Olive Vista Jr. High in 1981. 

Thank you for what you did for me. You helped me 

through a very difficult part of my life.”  

 Now THAT’S a reward you can’t pay for! 



SOPHIE’S TAKE 
by Sophie 

 

 Here’s  Penn Guin, my new friend. I’m very 

careful with him. He must have some martial arts train-

ing because if I squeeze him too hard he gives a loud 

“kiai”.  

  

is no charge from Hightail to use my link to send me 

videos. You can also use this link to send me videos 

if you’re having problems with certain techniques 

and need feedback. 

 Starting at sankyu [3rd kyu] all testing is done 

live using Zoom. I will provide the link for that as 

well. You can use your smartphone, tablet, or com-

puter as long as you have video/camera access. 

Starting at brown belt [3rd kyu] and up the test setup 

fee is $25/setup. Most people do it right the first 

time. 

 There is NO fee for any BJJY certificates of 

rank. 

 AJA membership [required at sankyu] is $20/

calendar year. AJA certificate fees range from about 

$8-15 & there is NO testing fee as the AJA doesn’t 

test. 

 You might want to check out these pages on 

my website for additional information: 

BJJY membership benefits: https://budoshin.com/

membership/benefits/ 

General rank progression information: https://

budoshin.com/training-testing/rank-progression/ 

Specific Kyu & Dan grade requirements: https://

budoshin.com/training-testing/belt-rank-

requirements/kyu-grade-requirements/ 

 I hope this information will answer most of 

your questions. 

 

Q: Can you  tell me where your style of Jiu Jitsu 

originated and the history of it? 110822 

A: Excellent question and even I’m surprised that 

this basic information isn’t on my website yet. But I’ll 

get it there sometime today. Here’s your answer 

though: 

 If  you want to track the origin of Budoshin 

A: No. His mudansha ranking system was as fol-

lows: 

 6th kyu green belt [if you were under 15] 

 4th kyu purple [1st belt if 15 or older] 

 3rd kyu brown with green stripe 

 1st kyu brown with blue stripe [If he  

  promoted you to 1st kyu you knew he 

  was looking at you for possible  

  promotion to shodan within the next 

  6-12 months.] 

There was no written criteria or formal testing for 

any rank in Seki’s dojo. 

 The Budoshin Jujitsu mudansha ranking sys-

tem in my dojo is: 

 6th kyu green belt [3-6 months] 

 5th kyu blue belt [6-9 months] 

 4th kyu purple belt [6-9 months] 

 3rd kyu brown belt with green stripe [6-9 mo] 

 2nd kyu brown belt with black stripe [6-9 mo] 

 1st kyu brown belt with blue belt [6-9mo] 

The month range is the average time needed to 

achieve the skill level needed for that particular rank. 

However, some students progress at a slower rate 

and some faster. 

 

Q: I was just wondering, I already have mats and 

plenty of gi, but what I'm wondering is how 

much a year is it without the test. I understand 

the tests are $25 but how much is it a year to get 

the hand book and be able to be eligible to even 

test. Was it $40? Did I see that correctly for a 

year?  110622 

A: You can get a 1-year membership for $45/year, 

an automatically renewing annual membership for 

$40/year, a 2-year membership for $85, or a 5-year 

membership for $150. All memberships include free 

testing up through 4th kyu.  

 The Student Handbook is $9.95 in PDF for-

mat only – for you to print [or free with your BJJY 

membership]. 

 The Black Belt Handbook is $12.95 in PDF 

format only – for you to print [or free with your BJJY 

membership once you get to 2nd or 1st kyu]. 

 There is NO fee for testing below brown belt. 

Testing 6th, 5th, and 4th kyu is free -- one of your 

membership benefits. [I’m not into “nickel and dim-

ing” BJJY members.]  

 For test 6th-4th kyu you follow the test format 

stated in the Student Handbook and send me the 

video via Hightail using a link I will send you. There 
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ONLY  

CAN GET MY BOOKS 

BACK IN PRINT 

If you’d like to see my out-of-print books available 

again, either digitally [online] or in print, please con-

tact Patrick Sternkopf at pstern-

kopf@blackbeltmarketing.com . 

. 

 My out-of-print books are: 

 

 

Jujitsu: Intermediate Techniques of the 

Gentle Art Vol 2 #441 
Amazon $7-68  Ebay $8-111 

 

 

 

Jutte: Power of Ten-Hands Weapon 

#452 
Amazon $3000+  Ebay $141-183 

 

 

 

 

Jujitsu Nerve Techniques #473 
Amazon $28-165  Ebay $40-85 

 

 

 
 

Jujitsu Figure-4 Locks #506 
Amazon $16-465  Ebay $100-361 

[available on Kindle] 

 

 
Please email Patrick and let him know you’d like to see 

my books back in print or digital format. Give 2-3 rea-

sons for bringing them back into print and be sure to ask 

him when they’ll be available online or back in print.  

You’re the only one who can do this! 

Thank you 
 

Note: Used or new copies are sometimes available at 

www.amazon.com or www.ebay.com   

Above Amazon book prices are as of 7/2020      

Jujitsu go to https://budoshin.com/about-bjj/

budoshin-lineage/historical-lineage/ . 

The term “budoshin” comes from bu = mar-

tial, do = way, and spirit = shin. After Bill Fromm and 

I took over the Burbank YMCA program [free to 

YMCA members] at the request of Seki [our sensei] 

in the late 1960s, it became extremely popular to the 

extent that there was a 3-6 month wait list. People 

kept asking us what style/ryu of jujitsu was being 

taught. Seki’s attitude was that there were no “ryu” 

of jujitsu – there was just jujitsu. He was aware of 

our problem but steadfastly refused to allow us to 

use any name that included the word “ryu”. So, bu-

doshinryu jujitsu was out. However, he was ok with 

budoshin jujitsu as, in this context [to conduct one-

self in an honorable manner] had nothing to do with 

jujitsu per se. So we called it Budoshin Jujitsu. 

The name has stuck over the decades, to be 

included in books, videos, other dojo names, etc. So 

the question may be is Budoshin Jujitsu a ryu? 

 That’s a question for someone else to an-

swer! 

 

Q: Can you send me a  link to the one year annu-

al to pay by credit card? Seems like I got every-

thing to start. I'd like to start testing purple belt if 

that is ok by you sir. 110822 

A: The signup links for PayPal can be found at 

https://budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/ ; the first 

or second choice on the list. PayPal will allow you to 

pay with a credit card. 

 Starting at purple belt 4th kyu is your choice. 

However, be aware of all the things you need to 

know. [I answered your question on where to find 

belt rank requirements on my website previously.] 

There are a lot of previously required techniques on 

the purple belt test but you’re expected to perform at 

a higher proficiency. Again, please be aware that I’m 

looking for increased quality and smoothness in ex-

ecution, not speed. 

 
Q: I was just wondering how you paid with credit 

card instead of PayPal it automatically puts me 

to a Paypal payment option I was just wondering 

if there's a credit card payment option link or 

something like that?  110822 

A: There is a credit card option link. It may take sev-

eral steps but you will eventually be able to pay with 

a credit card. I think it may also give you an option 

to open a PayPal account for you for future use at 
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1-Year US or international BJJY membership . . . $45 

2-Year US or international BJJY membership . . . $85* 

5-year US or International BJJY membership . . . ONLY $150* 
 

 

1 year BJJY membership + 8-dvd or mp4 Home Study Course: 

. . . ONLY $119.95* +s&h for dvds [no s&h for mp4 files] 

5 year US BJJY membership + 8-dvd or mp4 Home Study Course 

. . . ONLY $234.95* +s&h for dvds [no s&h for mp4 files] 
 

Click on: https://budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/ 

to get your membership. 
 

*2 and 5 year BJJY memberships or either Package Deal will also 

qualify you to receive over 100 streaming videos for FREE!  
 

All membership certificates are sent to you as pdf files for you to download and print. 

If you want “hard copies” of certificates mailed to you please contact me for shipping charges.  

 Yes, a good black belt is always a white belt. 

 

Q: What is the cost for the association fees, and 

is it possible to test soon? 111022 

A: The American Jujitsu Association [AJA] member-

ship [$20/calendar year] . Go to https://

budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/ and scroll down 

to the bottom of the page to pay your AJA fee. AJA 

membership is optional for BJJY members until 

you’re ready to test for brown belt [3rd kyu]. 

As you’re a paid BJJY member you can test 

whenever you want. There are no time-in-grade re-

quirements below black belt. Please be aware that I 

look for quality in test performance, not speed. Also, 

as you progress in rank the quality of your execution 

will continually improve. I do not expect perfection at 

the outset. 

All test sequences are in the Student Hand-

book, which you should have. The green belt test 

should be on page 17. Just follow it, making a video 

of your performance, and send it to me via this free 

Hightail link: https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/

Budoshin . 

 

Q: Will I need to eventually come out for the 

Black Belt test? 111022 

the same time using the same credit card for pay-

ment.. Just follow the credit card payment sequence 

and see where it takes you. You can always cancel 

out at the last step. 

 

Q: I’ve decided budoshin would be perfect for 

me. I've done tkd, judo, bjj, and aikido I love all 

martial arts. I've done many just to be the new 

white belt and keep that mentality of a white belt 

as to me you can never know it all. 111022 

A: I agree with you. Even though I’ve been a black 

belt for almost 60 years I’m still learning the art.  

 I had an aunt who retired from work at age 

80, moved from New York City to Westwood [part of 

Los Angeles and includes UCLA] so she could take 

classes there. Her motto was “if you stop learning 

you’re dead.” I’ve even learned an incredible amount 

even from my students [in public school and jujitsu] 

with respect to new knowledge and how to be a bet-

ter teacher/sensei. All knowledge does not neces-

sarily come from “on high.” Sometimes you just have 

to look where you’re stepping [what’s underfoot and 

easily available to you]. 

 The key is to have an open and inquisitive 

mind. For although knowledge itself is generally use-

less, it’s what you do with it that give it AND you val-

ue.  
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A: Not necessary. Starting at 3rd kyu all testing can 

be done “live” via Zoom. I started doing this in 2022 

or 2021 and it works surprisingly well, especially 

since it allows for sensei/student interaction.  

 

Q: How do I purchase an official gi? 111222 

A: Your best bet on getting a plain white single 

weight/weave judo gi is to go to https://

goldentiger.com  or https://centurymartialarts.com  .  

 I use goldentiger.com for my students' gi alt-

hough I tend to buy a better quality one for myself. 

You can get the least expensive one you can find & 

it should last for years. Don't buy a bjj gi or one with 

lots of presewn patches, etc.. You're paying for 

"glam". You can add Budoshin JJ & AJA patches to 

it if you wish.  

 

Q: Why haven’t you responded to my “friend re-

quest” on Facebook? 112522 

A: It’s nothing personal but almost all “friend re-

quests” I get on Facebook are from people I don’t 

know. If I know the person I will respond positively 

and recommend that they contact me via email. 

 Also, email keeps me more than sufficiently 

busy and that’s the communication medium I prefer. 

Why? Because it’s easier to engage in real 1:1 com-

munication. 

 So, if you REALLY want to be my “friend”, 

rather than just being on a Facebook “friends” list, 

email me. I WILL get back to you in a timely manner. 

 If you want to keep up with Budoshin Jujitsu, 

the best way is to get on my mailing list for my 

newsletter and I need your email address for that. 

 

Q:  You had a lovely story about ju shin in your 

book, but im interested in your style ju shin also. 

Could you open up what it is in kokoro for exam-

ple and take open questions about it after words 

in zoom meetings? 

 It caught my interest in your book and my 

daughter, age eight, also is taught jujitsu trough 

dance and observation..ju shin is interesting do 

you have info on what the philosophy behind it 

is. 120122 

A: I’ll add it to the Zoom topics list. However, I’ve 

sent you some printed material that might be helpful. 

If you have any more specific questions, please ask.  

 As far as the philosophy or methodology is 

concerned, it is essentially moving smoothly and 

slowly from one technique to another as in tai chi. 

Moving slowly and smoothly improves one’s balance 

and execution of techniques. 

 

Q: Thanks for the email and the access to the 

newsletters. I enjoyed reading the questions and 

the answers. I must confess that I hadn’t heard 

of Budoshin Jujitsu until now. 120122 

A: The name “Budoshin” didn’t come about until the 

early 1970’s when our YMCA program became so 

popular that people wanted to know the style. To 

make a long story short, Jack Seki, didn’t believe 

there were any ryu of jujitsu. Eventually Bill [the oth-

er instructor] and I got him to allow us to put budosh-
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by Thomas Bruno, Sandan 
  

  

 How can practition-

ers of the martial arts im-

prove their overall perfor-

mance through the use of 

proper breathing tech-

niques?  We all know that 

oxygen supplies the body 

with energy that allows us 

to function and survive, but 

are we taking advantage of 

utilizing this powerhouse of 

energy in the most advantageous manner?  Practi-

cally all martial arts have their own special way of 

developing this essential source of energy.   

  As a long time practitioner actioner of Goju-

ryu Karate, the Kata of San Chin (three battles of 

Mind-Body-Spirit)) is especially productive in devel-

oping breathing power.  Focus and tension is di-

rected to the lower abdominal area, (Dan Tien) 

through the inhalation movement of expanding the 

lower abdomen and fill it with air.  The exhalation of 

breath is coordinated with a tensing of the lower ab-

domen, as the student completes the arm move-

ments.  Various combinations of long and short in-

hales and exhales, combined with focusing of the 

body also take place.  The goal here is develop the 

(DanTien) to be able to automatically utilize its po-

tent energy storehouse for self-defense purposes. 

  The gentle way of Judo also places great im-

portance on developing the Dan-Tien area for explo-

sive moves. The great Grandmaster of Judo, Kyuzo 

Mifune in his book, “The Canon of Judo”  continually 

makes reference to the tensing of the “Dan 

Tien” (deep abdominal breathing) while engaging in 

all techniques.  E.J. Harrison, noted British Judo ex-

pert, also emphasized this same principle, as greatly 

improving one’s power while executing waza. The 

proper cultivation of deep lower abdominal breath-

ing, particularly on the explusion of breath, adds im-

measurably in augmenting power to the tech-

nique.  As practioners of the martial arts, we must 

develop an awareness of deep abdominal breathing, 

not only to emit more force, but also to renew our 

energy through the inhalation of air.  How many in-

stances have we found ourselves devoid of “oxygen” 

when performing kata, or sequential tech-

niques?   This inadequacy can be corrected by con-

scious thought about our natural breathing pattern, 

and then with constant practice, it will become an 

automatic breathing pattern to maintain the proper 

level of air, and the efficient use of exhalation while 

performing our applications.   

  The last phase of proper breathing in martial 

applications is the “Kiai” or shout of spirit. 

The tensing of the Dan Tien, coupled with the dy-

namic explusion of air at the time of contact, as one 

emits the Kiai (shout) adds significantly more power 

into the technique.  Various sounds can be emitted: 

HA-HAU-SA- HAUT-YAH-TAH-HAI-EI- etc., and 

even the word, KIAI.  Various sounds also affect and 

are related to various internal organs of the body, 

and focus on the five elements of nature.  For exam-

ple the HA sound connects with element of Fire, SA 

connects to Metal, The elemental sound of HA will 

project energy from the Upper Triple Warmer, HAU, 

connects with the Middle Warmer, and SA, is associ-

ated with the Lower Warmer. The internal sound of 

HUN (HEN in Chinese Tai-Chi Chuan) is effectively 

used when inhaling to weaken and disrupt the oppo-

nent’s energy.  All of these elemental sounds have a 

significant effect when utilized in the proper manner. 

For a greater explanation of Elemental Internal 

Sounds and how they relate to martial applications, 

please refer to Professor Gary Rook (Kyusho Inter-

national) and Grandmaster Dr. Yang Jwing-Ming, 

and his books and videos on Tai-Chi Chuan.   

  The various examples of utilizing correct 

breathing that I have chosen to describe above are 

greatly helpful in fostering additional power or force 

to all techniques, but, we must not neglect to include 

the immense power of emitting our “Chi” or the inter-

nal life energy of the body through the intent of our 

mind.  This aspect is an essential part of Chi Gung 

training and development, whereby the mind (intent) 

leads the Chi (vital energy) to the limbs for martial 

purposes.  The tensing of the muscular structure, 

particularly the Dan Tien area, and the sharp exhala-

tion and contraction of the lower abdominal region, 

will have the desired effect in transferring much add-

ed force (jing) into the attackers body.  Although I 

have used striking as an example of utilizing this un-

tapped reservoir of energy, it can also be appropri-



ately applied in throwing techniques ( Nage wa-

za)  Here is an example:  An attacker delivers a 

right hook punch, upon which we can directly block, 

parry or deflect, attacking pressure points in the 

arm and countering with a strike(s) to other vital 

points of the head /body, while exhaling sharply 

(KIAI) then immediately fitting in (Tsukuri) for a hip 

throw (O-goshi-etc.)  It is at this precise moment of 

executing the hip throw (Kake) that we emit the 

KIAI while tensing the Dan-Tien area, to complete 

the technique with much added power and control.   

  By experimenting with the personal tech-

niques that you favor (striking/throwing-ground 

work) and by consciously applying the proper use 

of the lower abdominal area, Kiai, and intent (mind-

chi) your techniques will definitely improve in power 

and precision.  Don’t get discouraged if you find 

that implementing these methods takes time. pa-

tience and practice.  Remember, if it’s worth doing, 

it’s worth doing right.  Good luck 

in in front of jujitsu as long as we didn’t have the 

word “ryu” anywhere in the name. The name stuck. 

For more details go to https://budoshin.com/about-

bjj/budoshin-jujitsu-logo/ and scroll down to the 3rd 

paragraph from the bottom of the page. [Took me a 

while to find that info on my website, but I knew it 

was there.] 

 

Q: I mean no disrespect to you, Sensei Kirby, 

or your judgement with my next question. In the 

organizations that I am or have been affiliated 

with there is a time and grade for promotions 

for the higher ranks. I noticed that one of your 

black belts was promoted from 7th to 8th dan in 

four years. I know he has been in martial arts 

for a long time but is this the norm or a special 

circumstance that I am not privy to for such a 

quick promotion? 120122 

A: Legitimate question and no disrespect taken. 

First, as in many ryu of jujitsu, ranks beyond 5th or 

6th are honorary titles, based not only on the per-

son’s continued growth in the art, but also what 

they are giving back to the art. The other factor is 

what are called “time in grade” requirements, which 

can vary great from ryu to ryu, and some even add 

in minimum age requirements. In some other ryu 

the time-in-grade requirements are rigid and in oth-

ers they are “guidelines.” In Budoshin JJ they’re 

general guidelines. Yes, this black belt did move 

from 7th to 8th in just 4 years, but that was due to 

his solid and continuous support of Budoshin Jujit-

su and the American Jujitsu Association in a varie-

ty of ways. 

 

Q: The reason I ask is because there maybe 

questions that come up from the head of my or-

ganization, especially if he does his due dili-

gence in vetting people to recognize their ranks 

and titles if this black belt decides to stay with 

my dojo and our organization. 120122 

A: I understand your concern. I’m sure that this black 

belt realizes, as I would, that if he’s going to secure 

further promotion in your ryu he will have to meet the 

criteria of your ryu. I would hope that you continue to 

recognize his current rank as a matter of profession-

al courtesy, as I would recognize yours. 

 

Q: . I d like to order the 8 DVD box set and a 5-

year membership. I'm already 2nd dan Ju Jitsu 

4th dan tae kwon do (itf) a former boxer and 

kickboxer of over 45 years. 

 Could you help me to find out if this is the 

right set of DVDs as I have all GM Kirbys books 

already?  120222 

A: If you’re interested in the 8-dvd or 8-mp4 Black 

Belt Home Study Course, which will officially get you 

to shodan in BUdoshin Jujitsu and”informally” will 

almost get you to nidan, go to https://budoshin.com/

store/bb-home-study-course/ . If you scroll down to 

the bottom of the page there is a package deal for all 

8 dvds/mp4s plus a 5-year membership. 

 In addition, sine you’re already a nidan in ju-

jitsu, although I don’t know how your criteria com-

pares with the Budoshin JJ criteria, you might want 

to go to https://budoshin.com/store/bb-home-study-

course/ and check out thenidan/sandan kata and or 

yodan/godan kata, both available only as mp4 files.  

 With your 5-year membership you will be 

able to sign up with Hightail “Spaces” [a drop box 

service I use], to view but NOT download these vide-

os. There is no charge for using this service as long 

as  you follow the signup directions. 

 If you have any question please get back to 

me. 

 

Q: If you don’t like to use Facebook, why do you 

post general Budoshin Jujitsu news items on it? 

120622 
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A: It’s a reasonably good free advertising platform. If 

more of the Facebook  invites pertained to jujitsu 

rather than being general shout-outs I’d probably 

spend more time with it. Also, most of the general 

news items I post do have links to contact me direct-

ly by email. 

 

Q: Also, if you consider most of the “invites” on-

Facebook to be  junk mail, how do you deal with 

real junk mail sent to your email address? 

120622 

A: I might normally get 30-50+ pieces of junk-mail/

spam every day. However, I use an excellent anti-

spam program called Spamdrain. It stops about 99%

+ of the spam sent to me and sends me a  list once 

a day of all the stopped emails. I can quickly go 

through that list. Only on rare occasion does it trap 

something I should’ve gotten. It then takes just a sin-

gle click to get that wanted email. 

 You can try Spamdrain for free for 14 days. 

Just go to spamdrain.com . If you decide to buy it 

please give them my email address as your refer-

ence. 

 

Q: The question in our dojo that was never an-

swered satisfactorily is what do you do if you are 

attacked by a larger person on a dark street with-

out your cell phone.  He charges in expecting a 

victim, and you slide him face down into an arm 

lock.  He immediately says:  “hey, I had no idea 

that you were a martial artist, so I quit.  Just let 

me go.” 

        You are all alone, your technique worked 

mainly by surprise, and your attacker says that 

he is reformed, so let’s say no harm, no foul and 

just go your separate ways.  The problem is that 

trust isn’t there.  Yeah, there are probably camer-

as, but you don’t have any means to summon 

help.  Street SAMBO would say to break the arm 

and stomp an ankle, so that he can’t follow while 

you run off, but doing so would appear to violate 

the law, and there might be those pesky camer-

as.  The line at the dojo was let your conscience 

be your guide.  120822 

A: Here’s an answer that might work: 

 I’ve had several students who were attacked 

on the street prior to the advent of the cell phone [or 

they didn’t have one]. In every case the attacker was 

disabled/injured  by the technique itself and/or upon 

impact with the ground. No student had to go into a 

submission hold, lock, pin, hit, kick, etc., to prevent 

their attacker from continuing his attack. Nor was 

there any post-event discussion with their attacker. 

In most cases they immediately left the scene, went 

home, and told their parents, or notified the police. 

Maybe they were all lucky.  

 However, they all had a limited version of 

what is referred to as PTSD [which will be a Zoom 

topic probably on 1/21/23]. They all had two com-

mon factors. 1] They were surprised that whatever 

technique they used worked well [not sure of what 

they did] and 2] they were upset that they had actu-

ally injured another human being. To make a long 

story short, debriefing, positive support, and reassur-

ance by sensei [over a period of time] are very im-

portant here. [That’ll be part of the Zoom discussion 

– I’m sure.] 

 
Q: Agreed.  H2H answer to everything is 

KTF.  The LEOs are excellent at stating the prob-

lem while attempting to solve civilian problems 

with LEO responses.   

        Now if I am teaching any police officers, I 

tend to say that we are having an academic dis-

cussion that in no way is intended to replace or 

supersede any of their professional defensive 

tactics training.  My first year in wrestling, I 

thought that there were all kinds of one size fits 

all responses to counter attacks, but the first 

year of practice disabused me of that concept, 

and in some ways, I am disappointed that I did 

not remember that lesson when I switched over 

to ju-jitsu and then combat sambo.   

        What you wrote makes great sense, and I 

appreciate the responses, 120822 

[Note: H2H = hand to hand    LEO=law-enforcement 

officer   KTF = see below] 

A: Is KTF “keep the faith” or “kill them first”? I don’t 

think either one flies in the LEO or civilian world to-

day. And civilians & LEOs have to be dealt with sep-

arately and differently. I think civilians have more 

leeway than LEO although the critical issue for both 

is “reasonable force”.  

One critical thing that most civilians [and 

even martial artists] don’t realize is that 1] LEO are 

given legal rights/power to detain/restrain a person 

hopefully following a designated “use of force contin-

uum” and 2] in most cases the perp is trying to get 

away from the LEO rather than attack the LEO. In 

the case of civilians, one civilian is usually trying to 

https://spamdrain.com
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attack the other for illegal purposes. So the physical 

tactics employed by a LEO are [should be] different 

from a defending civilian. [It was a hard concept to 

explain even to my high school government students 

although they eventually got the concept – and it 

always resulted in lively discussions. My kids knew 

my martial arts background & that resulted in some 

humorous questions & incidents.] 

 As sensei, we need to realize the difference 

between LEOs and civilians. So, while I teach a vari-

ety of ground submission techniques to all students, 

I make sure that my LEOs learn variations so that 

can rotate the perp over onto his stomach where he 

becomes less of a threat & can be more easily 

cuffed. I don’t think any LEO wants to wrestle 

around on the ground with a perp. As a  LEO Arrest 

& Control trainer told me, if you’re wearing your ser-

vice belt with all the equipment on it and your vest, 

when you’re on the ground you feel like a cockroach 

on its back flailing its feet around. Not a pretty pic-

ture. 

 

Q:  In H2H, KTF is “kill them first”, but again that 

is a recipe for disaster.  I believe that it was the 

Israelis that proved commandos do not make 

good cops if the end result is a hearts and 

minds campaign.  The LEO vs civilian defense 

has come up before.  I can remember in the kito-

ryu dojo a Federal cop who thought that my take 

down of him was excessive (in reversed roles he 

said that he needed to apply professional zeal)—

his main complaint was that I never tried to de-

tain and handcuff him.  I pointed out that my per-

sonal self-defense was never about detaining 

anyone, and that in my state, civilians could not 

carry handcuffs anyway. 

        Your advice in the previous part of the 

thread works for me, so again, thanks. 120922 

A: You’re on point here. The goal of a LEO in a 

physical confrontation is to secure & detain [plain & 

simple]. The goal of the civilian [in CA] is to do what 

is reasonably necessary to protect yourself from fur-

ther injury and safely remove yourself from the situ-

ation. [Some intentionally vague terminology here.]  

 

Q: Thanks so much for this...it's an extremely 

handsome certificate.  While I understand the 

Budoshin logo symbolism and some of the other 

images, very much at your convenience, would 

you please enlighten me as to the following:   

• Is there any significance to the different 

black and white outer circles in the BJJY logos 

in the upper right and left corners?  I know the 

non-Yudanshakai logo has a white outer circle, 

and I've assumed the black outer circle on the 

right-hand one as indicating "black belt," so am 

curious if there is any distinction between this 

and the "white-encircled" BJJY logo? 

• I recognize the Japanese characters for 

"Budoshin" and "Jujitsu," but can you provide 

an approximate translation of the other Japa-

nese characters (in light gray, half visible on the 

white field, plus inside the seal on top of your 

name, as well as the nine characters next to the 

Budoshin seal)? 120922 

A: For 5:15 in the morning you’re asking extremely 

3 EASY WAYS to PAY!  
 
PayPal: The most common way to pay for mem-

berships & merchandise.  

Zelle: If you bank at JP Morgan Chase, Bank of 

America, Wells Fargo, First Bank, Capitol One, U.S. 

Bank, and almost 7,000 other financial institutions, 

[check https://www.zellepay.com/get-started ], you 

can use Zelle to send money directly to my check-

ing account. Email me for total prices including 

shipping for the items you want before paying with 

Zelle.  

Skrill: Good for those of you who don’t use PayPal, 

especially international purchasers. Go to 

www.skrill.com for more info. You will have to pay a 

percentage fee to send money directly to my check-

ing account. Email me for total prices including 

shipping for the items you want before paying with 

Skrill.  

 Please avoid sending checks [numerous 

restrictions & time constraints], or money via West-

ern Union [time & inconvenience] unless there are 

no other options open to you. Any checks from for-

eign countries must be payable from a US bank 

and will have a minimum 10-15 working day pro-

cessing delay due to banks’ check clearing proce-

dures. The three choices above in red will give you 

the best opportunities for the quickest turnaround 

between your payment and shipping your order to 

you. 

https://www.zellepay.com/get-started
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1. Please make sure your uke is familiar with the 

techniques you’re going to do. 

2. Please make sure your video camera, cell-

phone, tablet, or laptop camera is at about waist 

height. 

3. Please make sure the camera can cover the en-

tire mat area in which the techniques will be ex-

ecuted. 

4. Please make sure your cellphone or other de-

vice is in a horizontal position BEFORE you 

start recording. Otherwise your video will be 

sideways and there’s no way to fix that. 

5. Please do a short test video so you are sure 

your cellphone or other device e is a] recording 

correctly—including sound, b] is in the correct 

position and c] can playback properly on a com-

puter screen. 

6. Please position yourself and your uke so that 

most of the technique execution is visible [can 

be seen by the device camera].  On occasion 

you may also repeat the technique execution 

from a different angle to make sure the entire 

sequence is visible. 

7. Send a copy of your video to me using Hightail 

[see details below]. 

8. Keep the original of your video for yourself.. 

 

 

You can send large files, such as your belt rank 

test/evaluation videos, or even videos of a tech-

nique you’re having problem with, [up to 5gb/file] to 

me via my Hightail “dropbox” at https://

spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin [new link] for 

FREE as part of your BJJY membership benefits.  

Just click on the link above & follow the direc-

tions. Also, you do NOT have to register or sign up 

with Hightail to send me these video files.  

hard questions. :)  But I’ll do my best. You’re the first 

person to ever ask these questions as well. So I re-

ally have to do some digging. 

 As far as the black & white coloring of the 

outer rims of the two BJJY logos are concerned, the 

opposing coloration is for framing purposes only. 

The logo on the left can be worn by any BJJY mem-

ber below black belt. The logo on the right can be 

worn only by BJJY member Budoshin black belts. 

The light grey kanji on the left & right side of the cer-

tificate are a more “artsy” rendition of bu-do-shin ju-

jitsu. I’m not sure what the kanji is for the round 

stamp over my signature says [although I will find 

out]. The stamp with the Budoshin Jujitsu logo says 

bu-do-shin ju-jitsu and I believe the last column is 

my name. I knew what was on the stamps when 

they were presented to me, but that was decades 

ago. I will check though. 

 As far as the “Budoshin Jujitsu” logo is con-

cerned, from https://budoshin.com/about-bjj/

budoshin-jujitsu-logo/ : You will also notice that 

there are three rings – or circles in the design – that 

indicate key elements of the personal philosophy of 

Budoshin Ju-Jitsu: humility [represented by the out-

er circle – or circular shape – of the patch], respect 

[represented by the middle circular border between 

the white & blue backgrounds], and integrity [the 

inner circle within which lies the yin-yang]. The rela-

tionship of these three circles also establishes and 

represents the essential relationship between integ-

rity, respect, and humility, a necessary philosophical 

foundation for any sincere martial artist — in any art. 

 As far as the kanji in the two rubber stamps 

is concerned, here’s a transliteration [thank you 

Brett Denison]: 

To the right of the Budoshin Jujitsu logo: 

 Budo Shin武道心 

 Jujutsu 柔術 

 Yu Dan Sha Kai 有段者会 
 The round stamp: 

 Top right:  華   Ge, Ka (Splendor, brilliant, 

ostentatious, gorgeous, flower, pedal) 

 Bottom Right:  美   Bi  (Beautiful) 

 Top Left:  静   Jo, Sei  (quiet, peace) 

 Bottom Left:  侍   Ji, Shi  (Samurai, wait up-

on, warrior) 
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Q: Just to clarify, the BJJY logo with the white 

outer rim may be worn by those below black belt 

despite having "Yudanshakai" on the logo?   

 Given that non-black belts probably join 

the BJJY precisely to become black belts, that 

would make sense.  I'm just used to seeing the 

logo below worn by non-black belts, but from 

what you're saying, they have the other option of 

wearing the BJJY logo with white rim, cor-

rect?  120922 

A: Let’s clarify things as there is a “method to my 

madness” [with visuals]: 

 

     Anyone who is learning Budoshin Ju-

jitsu, even those not in the BJJY, can 

wear the *Budoshin Jujitsu" logo. So, if 

you were teaching Budoshin Jujitsu in 

your own dojo or home [regardless of 

dojo name], you and they could wear this logo. 

 

      If you are a BJJY member and your 

yudansha rank is certified  by the BJJY, 

you can wear the BJJY patch with the 

print in white on the black background.  

 

 

 If you are a BJJY member and your 

rank is below blackbelt, you can wear 

the BJJY patch with the print in black on 

the white background. 

 

     Theoretically you could wear 3 patches on your 

gi: 1) Budoshin Jujitsu- to show what art/ryu 

you're  studying, 2) the appropriate BJJY patch if 

you're  a BJJY member, and 3) your dojo patch. 

TRAINING PARTNER HELP? 
 

 I can send this kind of email out to people in 

or near your state if you’re looking for training part-

ners. 

Dear BJJY member, 

            If you would like to train with another BJJY 

member in or near (your state[s]), from any city be-

low [except your own], please get back to me and I 

will send them a request from you if they are inter-

ested. 

 Just let me know & I’ll do this for you! Hope-

fully your link-up will be successful. 

Q: What was the most difficult technique for you 

to learn? 121622 

A: Hane goshi—inner sweeping hip throw. I didn’t 

start to get it down until after nidan. It’s still my least 

favorite technique although I can teach it to my stu-

dents.  

 Just as an FYI, that’s also why the Budoshin 

JJ belt exams say harai goshi OR hane goshi. Some 

students either have problems with one or the other 

so I give them a choice. Learning harai goshi  was 

almost a no-brainer for me. Thanks to Seki teaching 

variations I’m equally comfortable with the ashi-harai 

or koshi-harai versons. 

 

Q: What’s a koshi nage ushiro [or ushiro goshi 

nage]? 121622 

A: Both are a hip throw to the rear. You have to get 

behind the uke, & get your hips below his  “derriere” 

so you can execute a hip throw.  

 For safety reasons execute the throw slowly 

as your uke won’t see the ground until just before 

impact. If you’re the uke you want to land, breaking 

your fall as if you were landing face first. 

 

Q: So, then what’s a koshi harai ushiro? 121722 

A: It’s a high sweeping hip throw to the rear. You 

would sweep the uke ideally in the small of his back. 

 Be extremely careful with this throw however 

as the uke will usually land on the back of his shoul-

der if executed quickly.  

 As far as I know all three of theses rear 

throws [including the ushiro tai-otoshi] are unique to 

the Budoshin system. 


